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Location/Map 
 
 
Instituto Superior de Agronomia  
Tapada da Ajuda, 
1349-017 Lisboa, 
Portugal 
 
 

 

 

The Instituto Superior de Agronomia is located in Lisbon in Tapada da Ajuda (in Calçada of 

Tapada) between Monsanto and Alcântara (near Largo do Calvário, which is a small square, 

and by the side of the bridge over the Tagus, called “25th of April”). The main gate is 

located in Rua Jau (access to pedestrians and cars): open 24 hours a day. 

 

As soon as you enter ISA’s main building (see indications below) there will be directions to 

the venue. 

 

Public Transport 

 
Bus Tram 

Rua das janelas verdes – Calvario  714, 727 
 

Calvario - Rua Jau (near to Portão Jau) 760 18E 

You can download here the map of the bus network: 

http://carris.transporteslisboa.pt/fotos/editor2/mapa_rede_diurna_site_agosto_2013.pdf 
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Location 

 

1 - ISA main gate and 2 – ISA main building 
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Hotel reservation 

We have pre-booked rooms in two different hotels (Vila Galé and York House Lisboa) 

 

Vila Galé Opera (Travessa do Conde da Ponte 141, Portugal):  

http://www.vilagale.com/pt/hoteis/lisboa/vila-gale-opera/ 

They offer single rooms   (breakfast included): 107,00€/night 

Twin rooms (breakfast included): 115,00€/ night  

In order to make the reservation please send an email to 
opera.grupos@vilagale.com  indicating the code ISA2016. The prize is guaranteed 
until February 2nd.  

 

 

York House Lisboa: (Rua das Janelas Verdes Lisboa – Portugal Tel: +351 21 396 24 35)  

http://www.yorkhouselisboa.com/en/ 

They offer single rooms   (breakfast included): 85,00€/night 

Twin rooms (breakfast included): 95,00€/ night  

In order to make the reservation please send an email to Cristina Ribeiro, 
reservations@yorkhouselisboa.com indicating the code ISA2016. The prize 
guaranteed until February 8th. 

 

From the airport to the hotel 

Taking a taxi is faster, a trip from the airport to a city centre hotel cost around 15€.  

The cheapest way to reach a hotel located in the city centre is taking the metro or aerobus 
to Cais sodré (see info below). Once in Cais Sodré if you go to Hotel Vila Galé Opera you 
need to take buses 714, 732, 751 or TRAM 15E and stop in front of the Hospital Egaz Moniz 
which is located around 50 meters from the Hotel Vila Galé Opera. If you go from Cais 
Sodré to York House you may take the bus 714. 
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From the hotel to ISA 

There is a reasonable number of buses/trams heading to ISA and for this reason I believe it 
won’t be complicated to travel by public transport. I’m providing you with some details in 
case you choose this option. However if a group of you is coming to ISA from the same 
hotel you can take a taxi because it won’t be that expensive and you’ll get off at ISA’s main 
gate instead of having to walk up the hill.  

Vila Galé hotel: You may walk from the hotel to ISA (around 9 min walk) 

 

 

York house hotel: You can take bus 714 or 727 to Calvario and then walk to ISA (or 
connect to bus 760 or TRAM E18 and stop in front of the main gate of ISA:  
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Transport Tickets 

Carris has a wide variety of transport tickets suitable for its customers' needs, including 
exclusive or combined solutions with other operators and simpler products for occasional 
users or more complex for frequent ones. 

Carris Tickets - Single Ticket 

Single tickets, also known as "on-board fare", are titles designed for occasional customers 
that can be acquired on all Carris vehicles. 

There are 3 types of single tickets: 

On-board fare 

Valid for a single journey on any route in urban and suburban regular service. Acquired on 
board our vehicles. Following fares currently in place: 

• Bus on-board fare - € 1.80 
• Tram on-board fare - 2.85 € 
• Lift on-board rafe - € 3.60 (2 trips) 

Rechargeable Tickets 

Electronic tickets non-contact previously charged on 7 Colinas, Viva Viagem or Lisboa Viva 
card 

 

  

7 Colinas and Viva Viagem 
The support cards “7Colinas” and “Viva Viagem” have exactly 
the same purpose and just differ on name and image. These 
cards were specially designed for less regular customers, 
allowing them to charge it as they need. The price of the card 
is 0.5 € and the trip costs 1.25. 
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Useful info on how to validate your rechargeable ticket: 
 

     
It’s mandatory to 
validate your Lisboa 
Viva or 7 Colinas in 
each entrance in our 
vehicles. 

The ticket is only 
considered valid and 
validated if the 
validation machine 
shows a green light 

Each passenger must 
have his own card 
charged with a valid 
transport ticket for 
the journey he 
wants´ to make. 
 

If you travel without 
a valid transport 
ticket and the 
validation machine 
shows a red light, 
you risk a fine 
according to the law. 
Try to repeat the 
procedure and verify 
the message that 
appears in the 
validation machine. 
In case the red light 
persists you should 
acquire an on board 
ticket, with the driver 
of the vehicle. 

The transport tickets 
available to be 
charged inside the 7 
Colinas and Viva 
Viagem cards are 
schedules tickets that 
allow you to do 
several journeys 
inside CARRIS 
according to their 
validity. 
 
 

 
 

 

Find more details here:      http://www.eolisboa.com/index.php/en/artigos/aerobus.html 


